NEXT GENERATION INSTRUMENTS

NEXT GENERATION INSTRUMENTS

INFORMATIONS & DATA FIELD DISPLAYED

SMART VARIO . GPS . ALL IN ONE

Acceleration *
Altitude (fused altitude)
Altitude GPS
Height over terrain
Altitude limit
Round Compass
Heading
Magnetic heading *
Distance from take-off
Flight duration
Glide ratio
True and indicated airspeeds *
Air-referenced glide ratio
Flight level
Altitude gain in thermal
Time from GPS
Analog vario
Vertical speed
Netto vario *
Average climb velocity
Ground speed
Cloud-base altitude *
Optimal Speed indicator
Wind speed
Wind arrow
Wind arrow (North)
Arrival altitude above Goal

Arrival altitude at Goal
Required altitude to Goal
Distance to Goal
Glide ratio required to Goal
Arrival time at Goal
Time at ESS
dT start
dT start (min:sec)
Time to the opening of the start
WindowTime needed
to arrive at the start cylinder
DT start ruler
Triangle min
Traiangle max
Triangle average speed
FAI triangle flown
Sector distance
Alt. at turn point
(triangle)
Alt. above next tp
(triangle)
G/R to next
(triangle)
Arrival height above
next cylinder
Arrival altitude at next
(max glide ratio)

Arrival height above next
(max glide ratio)
Arrival height above next
(speed to fly)
Arrival altitude at next
(speed to fly)
Next waypoint altitude
Next waypoint name
Next waypoint description
Distance to next cylinder
Distance to next waypoint
Glide ratio to next waypoint
Turn to next
Distance at end of glide
Altitude at end of glide
Arrival time at ground
Task name
Map scale
Navigation status
Heading from take off
Airspace warnings
Humidity *
Temperature *
AGL above next cylinder
AGL above GOAL
* Only available with C-PROBE

CHARACTERISTICS
Resistive, glove-friendly touch screen - 3.7” in gray scale - Multilanguage user interface (French, English,
German, Italian, Spanish ...) - Automatic switching of display layouts - Up to 24 hrs Battery life - Bluetooth/USB/
Serial connections - SD Card storage and backup - Polar - Thermal autozoom - GPS and barometric altitude with
auto-correction - Variometer resolution 0.01 m/s - GPS with 52 channels (GPS & Glonass) - Customisable font
sizes - GPRS - live Tracking (optonal) - Total weight 329g

www.compass-italy.com

MADE IN ITALY

ALL YOU NEED FOR A SAFE IN-FLIGHT NAVIGATION

WITH A CLEAR GRAY SCALE DISPLAY
E TOUCH SCREEN GLOVES FRIENDLY

MIGHTY . LIGHTWEIGHT . RELIABLE

GLIDE OVER TERRAIN

DISPLAY CUSTOMISATION

ALWAYS SURE TO REACH YOUR TARGET

IMAGINE YOUR PERFECT INSTRUMENT AND CREATE IT with a few touches directly on the
display of your instrument, without additional software on your PC, cables and other nuisances.
Find out how easy it is to customise the display layout or choose a ready-made layout.

Thanks to the precise terrain maps available for free - EASY PILOT verifies if
your glide toward your glide is free from
obstacles and indicates on your display
the estimated arrival point on the ground,
its height and the distance from you.

altitude endg lide

1270 m

NAVIGATION

end glide distance

6,76 km

GOING TO A WAYPOINT HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY

Cyl. distance

11,8 km
goal distance

11,8 km

Just touch a waypoint on the display and EASY PILOT will
guide you there with intuitive and complete set of data.

alt. at goal

-8,50 m

TERRAIN MAPS & CARTOGRAPHY
DETAILED STREET, CITY, AND TERRAIN
MAPS AVAILABLE FOR FREE WITH ALMOST
COMPLETE WORLD COVERAGE
(between 60° paralell North & 56° South)

The most complete and detailed terrain maps from NASA (srtm) and street/cities/water bodies
maps (OpenStreetMap project) will show your exact position for a safe and stress-free flight.

AUTOMATIC FAI TRIANGLE ASSISTANT
AUTOMATIC FAI TRIANGLE ASSISTANT

distance nd glide

7,20 km

alt. to FAI 3

350 m
Trim in

average speed

68 km
distance o cyl

VARIOMETER SOUND
THE MOST ADVANCED AND SENSITIVE
VARIOMETER AVAILABLE TODAY.
Create your personal audio profile directly on your instrument or on
your PC and test it before flying.
Several predefined profiles are also available
for download.

THERMAL ASSISTANT
CLIMB EFFECTIVELY AND EASILY

18,1 km/h

6,10 km

Focus only on your targets. EASY PILOT will
show for you the validation points of the best
FAI triangle that your flight may achieve.

Take advantage from the most effective thermal
assistant available today. The colour-coded trail
and the fast display update rate provide an intuitive
representation of the shape of the thermal even in
complex situation with strong wind and turbulence.

TASK MANAGER
AIRSPACES MANAGEMENT

Le immagini sono a titolo puramente illustrativo

FLY SAFELY:
AVOID RESTRICTED AIRSPACES

STRESS FREE SETUP OF YOUR TASK
WITH FEW TOUCHES
DT start

35 sec
time to start

1:23 min

Avoid restricted zones with ease, thanks to the
intuitive graphical representation of airspaces and to
the customisable proximity warnings. Openair files
are available for free for almost worldwide coverage.

Cyl dist

1,50 km
alt at cyl

1750 m

The user friendly interface of EASY PILOT
will make setting up a new task as fast as it gets and will check
for the most common mistakes. Easily copy the new task
to other Compass instruments using the SD card.

